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OPTICAL BOX

Technical field

The present invention relates to the field of apparatuses for the installation

of optical access networks. In particular, the present invention relates to an

optical box suitable for housing the optical connection between a first optical

cable (for instance, but not exclusively, a cable of a transport optical network)

and a second optical cable (for instance, but not exclusively, a riser cable of

an optical access network).

Background art

An FTTH ("Fiber To The Home") network is an optical access network

providing a number of end users with broadband communication services, i.e.

with services requiring data transmission at a rate of some hundreds of Mbit/s

or more.

Typically, an FTTH network comprises a distribution cabinet which

cooperates with a transport network (e.g. a metro core network) and which is

typically located in the basement of a building where the end users reside. An

optical cable, which will be termed herein after "riser cable", exits the

distribution cabinet and vertically runs through the building from the basement

up to all the building floors.

At the distribution cabinet, the riser cable is optically connected to an

optical cable of the transport network, that will be termed herein after

"transport cable". The optical connection between riser cable and transport

cable is typically arranged in a suitable optical box, that will be termed herein

after "distribution box".

At each floor of the building, the riser cable may be optically connected to

one or more optical cables that will be termed herein after "drop cables". At

each floor, the optical connection(s) between the riser cable and the drop

cable(s) are typically arranged in a so-called "riser box".

Each drop cable is typically terminated at its far end by a respective

termination box located within or in proximity of the apartment or office of an



end user.

WO 201 0/040256 describes a fiber optic terminal configured to make

optical connections between optical fiber(s) provided by a network-side cable

and a subscriber-side cable. The fiber optic terminal comprises a base, a

cover hingedly affixed to the base and a transition panel disposed within the

interior cavity of the base and rotatable relative to the base between a stowed

position and a deployed position. In the stowed position, the transition panel

divides the interior cavity of the base into a lower fiber management area and

an upper fiber management area. The transition panel is provided with an

adapter module containing or supporting a plurality of fiber optic adapters.

One or more network-side fibers are provided in the lower management area

of the base and spliced into respective input pigtails. Each input pigtail is

routed around one or more fiber routing guides to the underside of the

transition panel to an input fiber optic adapter of the adapter module. Further,

one or more subscriber-side fibers are provided in the lower fiber

management area of the base and spliced into respective output pigtails.

Each output pigtail is routed around one or more fiber routing guides to the

underside of the transition panel to an output fiber optical adapter of the

adapter module. A technician then can close the transition panel to close off

the lower fiber management area and make any optical connections desired

in the upper fiber management area via optical connections using a coupling

fiber or input and output fibers between the input and output fiber adapters.

In the fiber optic terminal of WO 201 0/040256, both the input pigtails of the

network-side fiber and the output pigtails of the subscriber-side fibers are

fixed to a same side (i.e. the underside) of the transition panel. The upper

side of the transition panel is used only for optically connecting input pigtails

to respective output pigtails by means of coupling fibers. This does not allow a

separate management of input pigtails and output pigtails, which separate

management would ease the operations of handling and accessing the

pigtails (and then the fibers).

Moreover, the input pigtails of the network-side fibers and the output

pigtails of the subscriber-side fibers are individually routed from the lower fiber



management area of the base to the underside of the transition panel, and

their excess length is coiled in a dedicate area of the underside of the panel

located next to the adapter module.

The individual routing of the pigtails disadvantageously leads to an

unordered arrangement of the pigtails between the base and the underside of

the transition panel. In particular, the coiled lengths of the pigtails may

reciprocally overlap and, as a consequence, they may suffer mechanical

stresses that induce undesired optical extra-losses. Moreover, the overlapping

of the pigtails hampers the operations of accessing and handling the

individual pigtails.

Further, the need to provide a dedicated area for coiling the excess length

of the pigtails on the underside of the transition panel implies an increase of

the panel size, and accordingly an increase of the size of the whole terminal.

Summary of the invention

In view of the above, the Applicant has tackled the problem of providing an

optical box (by way of non limiting example, a distribution box or a riser box)

suitable for housing an optical connection between a first optical cable and a

second optical cable which overcomes the aforesaid drawbacks.

In particular, the Applicant has tackled the problem of providing an optical

box suitable for housing an optical connection between a first optical cable

and a second optical cable which is as compact as possible (so that it may be

installed in very narrow spaces) and in which the fibers may be arranged in a

well-ordered way, so that they suffer negligible mechanical stresses and may

be easily accessed and handled.

According to embodiments of the present invention, such problems are

solved by an optical box suitable for housing an optical connection between a

first optical cable and a second optical cable, that comprises a base and a

panel rotatably fixed to the base. The base is suitable to receive an end of the

first optical cable. The panel comprises a guiding element configured to route

the optical fiber(s) of the first optical cable on the panel. The guiding element

comprises a portion of a cylindrical surface having an axis parallel to the panel



itself.

The guiding element according to the present invention substantially

extends in a direction perpendicular to the panel itself, and accordingly

exploits the depth of the box, thereby not requiring any increase of width or

height of the box. Hence, the resulting box is advantageously very compact,

and may be installed in very narrow spaces.

Further, since the routing path followed by the optical fibers of the first

optical cable within the concavity of the guiding element is perpendicular to

the panel itself, the optical fibers may be collected in a bundle and arranged

all together in the guiding element, substantially without causing overlappings

that would induce mechanical stresses on the fibers and that would reduce

their accessibility by an operator.

According to a first aspect, the present invention provides an optical box

suitable for housing an optical connection between a first optical cable and a

second optical cable, the optical box comprising

- a base comprising a fiber receiving area suitable for receiving an end of the

first cable; and

- a panel connected to the base, the panel comprising a guiding element

configured to route at least one optical fiber of the first optical cable

between a first area of the panel and a second area of the panel,

wherein the guiding element comprises a portion of a cylindrical surface

having an axis parallel to the panel.

Preferably, the panel is rotatable between a closed position in which it

covers at least partially the base and an open position in which it leaves free

access to the base, the portion of the cylindrical surface forming a concavity

which faces the base when the panel is rotated in the closed position.

According to preferred embodiments, the panel has a first edge and a

second opposite edge, the panel being connected to the base at the first

edge, the guiding element being provided at the second opposite edge.

Profitably, the panel comprises at least one fiber retaining element

configured to retain the at least one optical fiber of the first optical cable close

to the cylindrical surface.



Preferably, the panel comprises an adapter module in turn comprising a

number of optical fiber adapters.

More preferably, the panel has an opening and the adapter module

removably engages the opening.

5 Preferably, each one of the optical fiber adapters has two opposite ends,

the two opposite ends being accessible from opposite surfaces of the panel.

Profitably, the optical fiber adapters are tilted relative to the panel.

According to advantageous variants, the adapter module comprises at least

one dividing wall, the at least one dividing wall being arranged parallel to the

i o optical fiber adapters.

Preferably, the panel comprises a first guiding channel located next to the

adapter module.

Preferably, the guiding element is configured to route the at least one

optical fiber of the first optical cable between the first guiding channel and the

15 adapter module.

Preferably, the base comprises a second guiding channel arranged in the

fiber receiving area, the first guiding channel and the second guiding channel

forming a continuous guiding path through the base and the panel.

Preferably, the second guiding channel is slanted so as to lift the at least

20 one optical fiber of the first optical cable from the base to the panel.

Preferably, the base comprises a peripheral area encircling the fiber

receiving area wherein a fixing tab is arranged, the fixing tab being suitable for

fixing the first optical cable to the base.

According to a second aspect, the present invention provides a method for

25 arranging an optical connection between a first optical cable and a second

optical cable in an optical box, the method comprising:

a) arranging an end of the first cable on a fiber receiving area of a base of

the optical box; and

b) routing at least one optical fiber of the first optical cable between a first

30 area of a panel connected to the base and a second area of the panel,

wherein step b) comprises bending the at least one optical fiber so that it lies

on a portion of a cylindrical surface having an axis parallel to the panel.



Brief description of the drawings

The present invention will become fully clear by reading the following

detailed description, given by way of example and not of limitation, to be read

by referring to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

- Figure 1 is a perspective view of an optical box according to a preferred

embodiment of the present invention, with the panel in closed position;

- Figure 2 is a perspective view of the optical box of Figure 1, with the panel

in open position;

- Figure 3 is a side view of the optical box of Figure 1, with the panel in

closed position; and

- Figure 4 is a side view of the optical box of Figure 1, with the panel in open

position.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments of the invention

By referring to Figures 1 to 4 , an optical box 1 according to a preferred

embodiment of the present invention will be described in detail. The Figures

are not in scale.

The optical box 1 is a distribution box suitable for housing the optical

connection between a transport cable of a transport optical network and a

riser cable of an access optical network.

The optical box 1 comprises a base 2 and a panel 3 .

The base 2 comprises a bottom 20 and three sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23.

The bottom 20 is substantially rectangular. The bottom 20 may have at

least one hole (not shown in the drawings) suitable for allowing fixing of the

base 2 to a vertical surface, e.g. a portion of a wall.

The sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23 are substantially perpendicular to the bottom

20. Two sidewalls 2 1 and 22 are arranged parallel to the long opposite sides

of the bottom 20, whereas the third sidewall 23 is arranged parallel to one of

the short sides of the bottom 20, so that the third sidewall 23 is perpendicular

to the sidewalls 2 1 and 22. The third sidewall 23 is preferably joined to the

sidewalls 2 1 , 22 at an intermediate position thereof (or, in other words, the

sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23 are arranged according to an "H" configuration). This



way, the sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23 basically define on the bottom 20 two

adjacent areas: a larger fiber receiving area and a smaller panel receiving

area.

The portion of one of the sidewalls parallel to the long sides of the bottom

20 (for instance, the sidewall 2 1 in the Figures) that delimits the panel

receiving area preferably forms a projection 2 11 with a window 2 12 .

The sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23 are placed at a certain distance from the

edges of the bottom 20, so that a peripheral area encircling the fiber receiving

area and the panel receiving area is defined.

The base 2 comprises also an outer guiding wall 24 that, together with the

sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23, delimits the fiber receiving area. The outer guiding

wall 24 preferably has an opening 25 suitable for allowing optical fibers

passing from the peripheral area to the fiber receiving area. The outer guiding

wall 24 may have straight portions and/or curved portions. The curved

portions have a radius larger than a minimum bending radius that depends on

the type of optical fiber received in the optical box 1. For optical fibers of the

type defined by the ITU-T Recommendation G.657A1 , the minimum bending

radius that provides negligible bending losses is 20 mm.

The base 2 may further comprise guiding elements arranged in the fiber

receiving area delimited by the sidewalls 2 1 , 22, 23 and the outer guiding wall

24. For instance, the base 2 may comprise a comb 26, one or ore mandrels

27, one or more protrusions forming guiding channels and retaining tabs

suitable for preventing the optical fibers arranged in the fiber receiving area

from drawing away from the bottom 20 when the base 2 is fixed to a vertical

surface. One of the guiding channels formed in the fiber receiving area

(indicated by the reference number 28 in Figure 2 and termed herein after

"first guiding channel") is preferably slanted relative to the bottom 20 and

basically acts as a slide that guides the optical fibers towards the panel 3 and,

at the same time, gradually lifts them from surface of the bottom 20.

The base 2 also preferably comprises a fixing tab 29. The fixing tab 29 is

arranged in the peripheral area of the bottom 20 close to the opening 25 of

the outer guiding wall 24. The fixing tab 29 has at least two couples of holes



suitable for receiving the ends of straps or cords, as it will be described in

detail herein after. The fixing tab 29 may be removably fixed to the bottom 20,

e.g. by means of threaded elements (screws, bolts or the like).

The panel 3 is hingedly fixed to the third sidewall 23 of the base 2 . More

specifically, the panel 3 is rotatable between a closed position (shown in

Figures 1 and 3) and an open position (shown in Figures 2 and 4). When the

panel 3 is in the closed position, it substantially covers the fiber receiving area

of the base 2 enclosed by the sidewalls 2 1 , 22 and 23 and the outer guiding

wall 24. When the panel 3 is in the open position, it is rotated substantially by

90° relative to the base 2 , thereby leaving free access to the fiber receiving

area of the base 2 .

The panel 3 comprises a plate 30 having a substantially rectangular shape.

The plate 30 has two opposite surfaces: an inner surface (that faces the base

2 when the plate 3 is in the closed position) and outer surface (that faces

away from the base 2 when the panel 3 is in the closed position).

The plate 30 has a central opening 301 having a substantially rectangular

shape. On the inner surface, the plate 30 preferably has a second guiding

channel 302. The second guiding channel 302 is preferably L-shaped with a

rounded corner. The rounded corner has a radius larger than the minimum

bending radius mentioned above. The second guiding channel 302 runs along

the central opening 301 from the edge of the plate 30 hinged to the sidewall

23 to the opposite edge of the plate 30. The second guiding channel 302 is

preferably provided with retaining tabs. When the panel 3 is in the closed

position, the first guiding channel 28 of the base 2 and the second guiding

channel 302 of the panel 3 basically form a U-shaped guiding path.

The edge of the plate 30 opposite to the hinged edge is curved so as to

form a guiding element 303. The guiding element 303 comprises a portion of

a cylindrical surface having its axis X parallel to the plate 30 (see Figures 3

and 4) and having its concavity on the inner surface of the plate 30. The

guiding element 303 has a radius larger than the minimum bending radius

described above.

The plate 30 also preferably comprises at least one retaining element 304



arranged in the concavity of the guiding element 303.

The plate 30 also preferably comprises a first separation element 305

arranged on the inner surface between the guiding element 303 and the

central opening 301 .

On the outer surface, the plate 30 preferably has a third guiding channel

306. The third guiding channel 306 projects externally to the hinged edge of

the plate 30 and is parallel to it. The third guiding channel 306 is straight and

has a curved end. The curved end has a radius larger than the minimum

bending radius described above. The third guiding channel 306 preferably has

retaining tabs 306a.

The plate 30 also preferably comprises a second separation element 307

arranged on the outer surface between the hinged edge and the third guiding

channel 306.

The panel 3 also comprises an adapter module 3 1 configured to removably

engage the central opening 301 of the plate 30.

The adapter module 3 1 comprises a number of optical fiber adapters 3 11

and a supporting frame 3 12 configured to support the optical fiber adapters

3 11. More specifically, the supporting frame 3 12 is rectangular, with shape

and size which substantially match shape and size of the central opening 301

of the plate 30. The supporting frame 3 12 comprises fixing means (not shown

in the Figures) configured to removably fix the supporting frame 3 12 to the

edges of the central opening 301 . The supporting frame 3 12 further

comprises a number of slots configured to receive the optical fiber adapters

3 11. In the embodiment shown in the Figures, the supporting frame 3 12

comprises three slots, each slot being configured to receive a number of (by

way of example, twelve) optical fiber adapters 3 11.

The optical fiber adapters 3 11 may be of any known type. Preferably, the

optical fiber adapters 3 1 1 are of the SC-SC type. The optical fiber adapters

3 11 may be fixed to the supporting frame 3 12 e.g. by means of adhesive.

It is known that an optical fiber adapter has two opposite ends suitable for

receiving the connectorized or pigtailed ends of two optical fibers, thereby

providing an optical connection between the two optical fibers. The optical



fiber adapters 3 11 are preferably fixed to the supporting frame 3 12 so that,

when the supporting frame 3 12 engages the central opening 301 of the plate

30, their opposite ends project on the opposite surfaces (namely, the inner

surface and the outer surface) of the plate 30.

The optical fiber adapters 3 11 are preferably tilted relative to the plate 30.

In particular, a first end of the optical fiber adapters 3 1 1 projects on the inner

surface of the plate 30 towards the first separation elements 305, whereas the

opposite second end of the optical fiber adapters 3 11 projects on the outer

surface of the plate 30 towards the second separation elements 307.

The adapter module 3 1 also preferably comprises one or more dividing

walls 3 13 suitable for separating the various optical fiber adapters 3 11

supported by the supporting frame 3 12 and for protecting the connectors fitted

in the optical fiber adapters 3 11 from bending and other mechanical stresses.

Also the dividing walls 3 13 are preferably fixed to the supporting frame 3 12 so

that, when the supporting frame 3 12 engages the central opening 301 of the

plate 30, they project on both the opposite surfaces of the plate 30. Further,

the dividing walls 3 13 are preferably arranged parallel to the optical fiber

adapters 3 11, and are accordingly tilted relative to the plate 30.

Each one of the base 2 , the plate 30 of the panel 3 , the supporting frame

3 12 of the panel 3 and the cover is an integrally moulded piece made of a

thermoplastic material. The thermoplastic material preferably comprises an

ABS (Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) polymer.

Preferably, the width of the optical box 1 is comprised from about 150 mm

to 250 mm, and more preferably is equal to about 200 mm. Preferably, the

height of the optical box 1 is comprised from about 240 mm to 340 mm, and

more preferably is equal to about 290 mm. Preferably, the depth of the optical

box 1 (measured when the panel 3 is in the closed position) is comprised from

about 70 mm to 110 mm, and more preferably is equal to about 90 mm.

Herein after, an installation procedure of the optical box 1 will be described

in detail.

It is assumed that the optical box 1 (that, as mentioned above, is a

distribution box) shall be installed at the basement of a building for making



optical connection between a transport cable of an optical transport network

(e.g. a metro core network) and a riser cable of an optical access network

(e.g. an FTTH network).

The transport cable comprises a number of optical fibers and the riser

cable comprises the same number of optical fibers. Both in the transport cable

and in the riser cable, the optical fibers may be arranged according to any

known arrangement. For instance, the optical fibers may be loosely arranged

in the cable sheath, or they may be grouped in ribbons, modules,

micromodules, etc. The optical fibers comprised in the transport cable will be

termed herein after "transport fibers", whereas the optical fibers comprised in

the riser cable will be termed herein after "riser fibers".

Both the transport cable and the riser cable have an end that reaches the

building basement. At these ends, each one of the transport fibers and the

riser fibers has a length free from external sheaths, outer layers, etc.. Each

transport fiber and each riser fiber is connectorized or pigtailed, i.e. it is

spliced to a pigtail having a connector. All the connectors are suitable for

being fitted into the optical fiber adapters 3 11 of the panel 3 . If the optical fiber

adapters 3 11 are SC-SC adapters, the connectors of the transport fibers and

riser fibers are SC connectors.

For installing the riser box 1, the operator first of all fixes the base 2 of the

optical box 1 (with the adapter 3 rotatably hinged thereto) to a vertical surface,

such as for instance a portion of a wall in the building basement. The operator

may fix the base 2 to the wall portion by means of screws, bolts or the like.

The base 2 is fixed with the sidewall 23 facing downwards. The panel 3 is

firstly brought into the open position.

The connectorized riser fibers are collected in a single bundle, which is

then leaned on the base 2 and fixed to the fixing tab 29 by means e.g. of one

or more straps. The straps are passed around the bundle of riser fibers and

their ends are inserted in the holes of the fixing tabs 29 and firmly joined. This

way, the bundle of riser fibers is firmly held against the surface of the retaining

tab 29. Instead of the straps, cords or similar may be used to this purpose.

The bundle of riser fibers is then brought through the opening 25 to the



fiber receiving area of the base 2 , in which the riser fibers may be arranged.

The guiding elements of the fiber receiving area (i.e. the comb 26, the

mandrels 27 and the guiding channels) allow arranging the riser fibers in a

well-ordered way, thereby minimizing overlapping between riser fibers.

The bundle of connectorized riser fibers is then brought from the fiber

receiving area of the base 2 to the inner surface of the panel 3 . In particular,

the bundle of riser fibers is arranged in the first guiding channel 28, that

guides it towards the hinged edge of the panel 3 and at the same time lifts it

from the bottom 20. Then, the bundle of riser fibers is arranged in the second

guiding channel 302, so that the bundle is brought from the edge of the panel

3 hinged to the base 2 to the opposite edge that forms the guiding element

303. The bundle of riser fibers is firmly kept in the second guiding channel

302 by the retaining tabs of the second guiding channel 302.

Then, the bundle of riser fibers is bent and arranged in the guiding element

303. In particular, the bundle of riser fibers is bent by an angle of about 180°

about the axis X parallel to the inner surface of the plate 30 and arranged in

the concavity of the guiding element 303. In the concavity of the guiding

element 303, the riser fibers may be passed under the retaining elements

304, that force the riser fibers to follow the concave profile of the guiding

element 303, thereby preventing them from being bent by a radius narrower

than the above described minimum bending radius.

The bundle of riser fibers may then be split by passing the riser fibers

through the first separation element 305. The connectors of the various riser

fibers may then be fitted into the ends of the optical fiber adapters 3 1 1 that

project on the inner surface of the plate 30.

The operator may then rotate the panel 3 from the open position to the

closed position.

Also the connectorized transport fibers are collected in a single bundle,

which is then leaned on the base 2 . In particular, the bundle of transport fibers

may be arranged in the peripheral area of the bottom 20, i.e. externally to the

sidewalls 2 1 , 22, 23. Even more in particular, the bundle of transport fibers is

arranged along the sidewall 2 1 , and then passed through the window 2 12 of



the protrusion 2 11 of the sidewall 2 1 .

The bundle of transport fibers is then arranged in the third guiding channel

306 of the panel 3 . The bundle of transport fibers is firmly kept in the second

guiding channel 306 by the retaining tabs 306a.

5 The bundle of transport fibers may then be split by passing the transport

fibers through the second separation element 307. The connectors of the

various transport fibers may then be fitted into the ends of the optical fiber

adapters 3 11 that project on the outer surface of the plate 30. This way, each

transport fiber is optically connected to a respective riser fiber.

i o The optical box 1 has a number of advantages.

First of all, the optical box 1 is advantageously very compact. In fact, while

a guiding element (such as e.g. a mandrel) that allows to coil the optical fibers

so that they lie on the surface of the panel would require an increase of width

and/or height of the panel 3 , the guiding element 303 substantially extends in

15 a direction perpendicular to the panel 3 itself, and accordingly exploits the

depth of the box 1. As shown in Figure 3 , the depth of the guiding element

303 (that depends on the minimum bending radius) is much smaller than the

depth of the other elements of the box, in particular of the adapter module 3 1 .

Hence, the guiding element 303 may be provided in the box 1 without the

20 need of increasing its size. The optical box 1 is accordingly very compact, and

may be installed in very narrow spaces.

Further, since the routing path followed by the riser fibers within the

concavity of the guiding element 303 is perpendicular to the panel 3 itself, the

riser fibers may be collected in a bundle and arranged all together in the

25 guiding element 303, substantially without causing overlappings that would

induce mechanical stresses on the riser fibers and that would reduce their

accessibility by the operator.

Further, the transport fibers and riser fibers lie on opposite surfaces of the

plate 30. Accordingly, the riser fibers and the transport fibers may be

30 separately managed. This further eases the operations of accessing and

handling the fibers.

In the above detailed description, reference has been made to a



distribution box. However, more generally, the principle of providing a panel

with a guiding element comprising a portion of a cylindrical surface having its

axis parallel to the surface of the panel may be applied to other types of

optical boxes, such as for instance the riser boxes that house optical

connections between riser cable and drop cable(s).



CLAIMS

An optical box ( 1) suitable for housing an optical connection between a

first optical cable and a second optical cable, said optical box ( 1 )

comprising

- a base (2) comprising a fiber receiving area suitable for receiving an

end of said first cable; and

- a panel (3) connected to said base (2), said panel (3) comprising a

guiding element (303) configured to route at least one optical fiber of

said first optical cable between a first area of said panel (3) and a

second area of said panel (3),

wherein said guiding element (303) comprises a portion of a cylindrical

surface having an axis (X) parallel to said panel (3).

The optical box ( 1) according to claim 1, wherein said panel (3) is

rotatable between a closed position in which it covers at least partially

said base (2) and an open position in which it leaves free access to said

base (2), said portion of said cylindrical surface forming a concavity which

faces said base (2) when said panel (3) is rotated in said closed position.

The optical box ( 1) according to claim 1 or 2 , wherein said panel (3) has a

first edge and a second opposite edge, said panel (3) being connected to

said base (2) at said first edge, said guiding element (303) being provided

at said second opposite edge.

The optical box ( 1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said

panel (3) comprises at least one fiber retaining element (304) configured

to retain said at least one optical fiber of said first optical cable close to

said cylindrical surface.

The optical box ( 1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said

panel (3) comprises an adapter module (31 ) in turn comprising a number

of optical fiber adapters (31 1) .

The optical box ( 1 ) according to claim 5 , wherein said panel (3) has an

opening (301 ) , wherein said adapter module (31 ) removably engages said



opening (301 ) .

7 . The optical box ( 1 ) according to claim 5 or 6 , wherein each one of said

optical fiber adapters (31 1) has two opposite ends, said two opposite

ends being accessible from opposite surfaces of said panel (3).

8 . The optical box ( 1) according to any of claims 5 to 7 , wherein said optical

fiber adapters (31 1) are tilted relative to said panel (3).

9 . The optical box ( 1 ) according to any of claims 5 to 8 , wherein said adapter

module (31 ) comprises at least one dividing wall (31 3), said at least one

dividing wall (31 3) being arranged parallel to said optical fiber adapters

(31 1) .

10 . The optical box ( 1 ) according to any of claims 5 to 9 , wherein said panel

(3) comprises a first guiding channel (302) located next to said adapter

module (31 ) .

11. The optical box ( 1 ) according to claim 10 , wherein said guiding element

(303) is configured to route said at least one optical fiber of said first

optical cable between said first guiding channel (302) and said adapter

module (31 ) .

12 . The optical box ( 1 ) according to claim 11, wherein said base (2)

comprises a second guiding channel (28) arranged in said fiber receiving

area, said first guiding channel (302) and said second guiding channel

(28) forming a continuous guiding path through said base (2) and said

panel (3).

13 . The optical box ( 1) according to claim 12 , wherein said second guiding

channel (28) is slanted so as to lift said at least one optical fiber of said

first optical cable from said base (2) to said panel (3).

14. The optical box ( 1) according to any of the preceding claims, wherein said

base (2) comprises a peripheral area encircling said fiber receiving area,

wherein a fixing tab (29) is arranged, said fixing tab (29) being suitable for

fixing said first optical cable to said base (2).



15 . A method for arranging an optical connection between a first optical cable

and a second optical cable in an optical box ( 1 ) , said method comprising:

a) arranging an end of said first cable on a fiber receiving area of a base

(2) of said optical box ( 1 ) ; and

b) routing at least one optical fiber of said first optical cable between a

first area of a panel (3) connected to said base (2) and a second area

of said panel (3),

wherein step b) comprises bending said at least one optical fiber so that it

lies on a portion of a cylindrical surface having an axis (X) parallel to said

panel (3).
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